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      “Gravity and Barry have crafted a far-reaching, practical encyclopedia of teaching unhooked from any particular educational bias other than becoming a responsive, effective, powerful educator. Whoever you are, at whatever stage of your career, this book will help you to find new ways to engage, push, and support your students in any subject. Like a surgeon’s assistant, they have found a way to present you with the exact tool you need at the moment you need it, as if they were standing over your shoulder as you teach, ready to say – look at what’s happening, try this.



  
          Kate Roberts




              


    
      



 


 
      “This is your go-to professional book for preparing students for today and their future! Learn the teaching moves, learning tools, collaborative structures, and reading and writing routines that develop students' creative, empathetic, problem-solving, and independent thinking while fostering trusting relationships. You’ll find tips for getting started, using assessments that inform instruction and intervention, suggestions for using the book as well as charts that open each chapter showcasing all the teaching and learning methods at-a-glance!”




  
          Laura Robb




              


    
      



 


 
      “Active Learning: 40 Teaching Methods to Engage Students in Every Class and Every Subject, is a brilliant book you will consistently reach for, reread, and talk about with others. Across each page, Barry Gilmore and Gravity Goldberg provide practical and actionable strategies for engaging the mind, body, heart, and souls of everyone in the learning community. While deeply grounded in research, this text clearly lays out classroom-ready ideas that enable practitioners to foster a strong sense of community interdependence while simultaneously promoting student independence.



  
          Pam Koutrakos




              


    
      



 


 
      “This book addresses a fundamental, yet sometimes overlooked, aspect of education: teaching students how to think. By breaking down the correlation between student behaviors and the 'why' behind teaching practices, Gilmore and Goldberg present practical methods to promote thinking in any classroom in a way that is accessible and actionable for new and veteran teachers. I highly recommend this book to any teacher who wants to center and grow their students’ thinking.”




  
          Carmen Lacherza




              


    
      



 


 
      “Barry Gilmore and Gravity Goldberg conceptualize "gold standard" teaching methods through the lens of current educational research on cognition and motivation.  It is a must read for all teachers entering secondary education who are seeking a well-rounded toolkit of instructional practices.  Moreover, this text is valuable for veteran teachers, who likely incorporate these teaching methods daily, but can now appreciate the purpose, foundation, and most effective implementation strategies to strengthen their practice.”




  
          Dr. Brad Siegel




              


    
      



 


 
      “This is a very solid foundation text that I would hope to be used for new teachers and/or in new teacher training programs. I would have loved this type of easy-to-use manual as I planned lessons during my first few years of teaching!”




  
          Theresa Walter




              


    
      



 


 
      Loved this text- some great ideas that are really supportive for teachers at all levels- great examples to follow and use to help support student teacher development and for experienced staff to enhance their practice.




  
          Mr Julian Ayres
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